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I. SUMMARY

In this decision the Commission sets rates for Crooked River Ranch Water
Company, (Crooked River) a non-profit corporation organized as a “Nonprofit
Corporation, Mutual Benefit with Members.” Our actions are in accord with
ORS 757.063, which was enacted by the Oregon Legislature in 2003, and provides for
Commission jurisdiction over such a utility under specified circumstances that did occur.
(Order No. 06-042).

In its application Crooked River reported annual revenues of $806,833,
and requested to increase its revenues to $868,453, an increase of 8.13 percent. In this
decision we adopt revenues of $502,539, a reduction of $304,294, or 37.7 percent.

The adopted results of operations are based on Staff’s estimates of
revenues, operating expenses, and plant in service and reflect Staff’s experience in setting
rates. Because the customers of Crooked River also are its owners, we recognize certain
unique aspects of this case in setting rate of return and addressing the Company’s
collection of a capital assessment surcharge.

In the typical case, we balance the interests of ratepayers and investors in
setting the return on equity at a rate that is a) commensurate with the return on
investments in other enterprises having corresponding risks; and b) sufficient to ensure
confidence in the financial integrity of the utility, allowing the utility to maintain its
credit and attract capital. (ORS 756.040) In this case, the owners are not “investors” in
that they receive no return on their investment that can be reclaimed. As a result, we find
that the interest of the customer/owners is best served by setting the return on their capital
at zero.
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The capital assessment surcharge was applied for a purpose that is not
consistent with Commission ratemaking policy, and the surcharge is eliminated. We treat
the remaining balance of the surcharge funds as a constructive trust, and order the
Company to maintain the funds, pending further review of its need for capital for new
plant.

However, we also recognize that Crooked River does have outstanding
debts (loans on an office building and truck) that prudent management would pay off out
of the surcharge proceeds. For ratemaking purposes we impute the pay-off of the loans.
The result is that the Company has no long term debt for ratemaking purposes.

With no long term debt and the no return on capital, the adopted rate of
return is zero. This is the most favorable outcome for the customer/owners and is unique
to this case.

We adopt Staff’s proposed rate design.

Because the General Manager also is a member of the Board, and because
he has relatives that also are employed by Crooked River, we treat the manager and his
family as “affiliated interests” and require that the Company file any contracts with the
manager and his family for Commission approval.

II. INTRODUCTION

Crooked River Ranch Water Company (Crooked River) is a non-profit
corporation organized as a “Nonprofit Corporation, Mutual Benefit with Members,” that
provides domestic water to Crooked River Ranch, a planned development community in
Central Oregon. According to its application, Crooked River serves about 1550
members.

In Order No. 06-642, dated November 20, 2006, this Commission found
that it has jurisdiction over Crooked River pursuant to ORS 757.063, and ordered
Crooked River to file appropriate tariffs within 60 days. Crooked River petitioned the
Oregon Court of Appeals for review of the Order. That petition is still pending.

Following several extensions of time, Crooked River filed this application
on April 23, 2007, with rates to be effective on May 30, 2007. By Order No. 07-181 the
Commission suspended the rate filing for a period of time, not to exceed six months.

A public meeting and pre-hearing conference was held in Terrebonne,
Oregon, on June 11, 2007. The public meeting attracted a large crowd, with many
persons participating.
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Three customers petitioned to intervene, and each petition was granted.
The intervenors are Charles Nichols (Nichols), Craig Soule (Soule), and Steven Cook
(Cook). Each intervenor participated in the proceedings.

Settlement conferences were held on August 13, 2007, and August 28,
2007. No issues were “settled.”

Commission Staff (Staff) submitted the direct testimony and
accompanying exhibits of Michael Dougherty on September 7, 2007. Intervenor Cook
also served direct testimony that same date.

Crooked River submitted its rebuttal testimony on September 24, 2007.
The Company’s submission included a statement by its General Manager, James Rooks,
rebuttal testimony sponsored by Mr. Rooks, rebuttal testimony sponsored by the
Company’s accountant,Wes Price, and a “challenge” to the qualifications of Staff witness
Dougherty. The administrative law judge (ALJ) treated the “challenge” as a motion to
disqualify Mr. Dougherty and issued a ruling denying the motion on September 24, 2007.

On September 21, Crooked River also filed a motion for a change of the
ALJ that was denied by a ruling that same date. On October 9, 2007, the Company filed
a request for reconsideration of the ALJ’s ruling. By Order No. 07-437, dated
October 11, 2007, the Commission denied the Company’s motion.

A public hearing was held, beginning on October 25, 2007, in Redmond,
Oregon. Again there was a large public turnout. This matter was submitted on opening
briefs, filed November 13, 2007, and reply briefs, filed November 19, 2007.

Prior to the hearing, motions to strike some or all of Crooked River’s
testimony were filed by Staff and Soule. At the hearing the ALJ ruled that the statement
submitted by Mr. Rooks would be treated as correspondence, not as evidence.

Opening briefs were filed by Crooked River, Staff, Intervenors Soule and
Nichols (jointly) and Intervenor Cook. Crooked River and Staff also filed reply briefs.

III. BACKGROUND

The water system consists of two wells (Well No. 2 and Well No. 4) both
with a capacity rating of 800 gallons per minute (gpm) (1,152,000 gallons per day per
well; Well No. 4 was renumbered by the Company as Well No. 1); two reservoirs - the
Tower with a capacity of 700,000 gallons and the Cistern, with a capacity of 100,000
gallons; piping; a booster pump system; pressure reducing valves; hydrants; and
standpipes. Well No. 4 was brought on line in December, 1995, when Well No. 2 was
changed to standby.

According to Crooked River’s 20-Year Master Plan, Well No. 2 is used on
a regular basis; however, the Company has numerous concerns about the operation of the
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well. According to the Company’s Water Management and Conservation Plan, both
wells feed off the same aquifer.

The Company has a water permit of 5 cubic feet per second (cfs) and 3.23
million gallons per day (MGD) under permit No. G-11376, which has a priority date of
June 18, 1991. The water rights are assumed to cover 2,600 potential lots at Crooked
River Ranch.

Based on data received from the Company, customer usage in 2006 was
approximately 20 million cubic feet. This annual usage equates to an approximate
average of 410,000 gallons per day (gpd). Actual peak demand in August 2006 was
927,182 gallons per day. This usage aligns with the Company’s 20-Year Master Plan
which lists peak demand of 970,362 gpd. As a result, the Company appears to have
sufficient water rights for current and future operations.

Although the Company has sufficient water rights, Crooked River applied
for and received an Order (T-9663) from the Oregon Water Resources Department
(OWRD) to change the point of appropriation of a new well, Well No. 3. To fulfill the
Order, Crooked River must perfect its water right by October 1, 2008. If the Company
fails to meet this date, it will need to refile with OWRD.

As previously demonstrated, the actual peak demand of 927,182 gpd is
substantially lower than the permit amount of 3.23 MGD and current wells have
sufficient capacity to fulfill current usage. Even though the Company has recently
experienced customer growth of approximately 10.7 percent from January 2004 through
January 2007, much of this growth appears to be a result of the numerous main-line
extensions installed by the Company.

Average use per customer is 1,066 cf per month or 35.5 cf per day
(approximately 266 gallons per day). Crooked River estimates 2.5 persons per household,
which is lower than the Census 2002 figure of 2.8 persons per household for Jefferson
County and reflects the higher percentage of retired persons inhabiting Crooked River
Ranch.

IV. PRELIMINARY MATTERS

This Commission has a long history regulating rates and terms of service
of water utilities. Consistent with historic practice, Staff undertook to investigate the
Company’s proposed rates, including conducting discovery. The Company refused to
cooperate fully with Staff, in many instances, providing only partial or no responses to
Staff’s data requests. Crooked River went so far as to file a “Motion for Protective
Order,” asking to be “protected” from the Staff’s discovery requests (and then asked for
reconsideration of the ALJ ruling denying its motion).

As incomplete discovery proceeded, Staff filed a series of motions to
compel. The Company did not respond to any of Staff’s motions. Each motion was
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granted, but to little effect. Staff served a subpoena duces tecum on the Company that
likewise was not effective in eliciting additional information. Ultimately, Staff resorted
to serving a subpoena on the Board of Directors.

Meanwhile intervenor Soule also undertook to conduct extensive
discovery from the Company. He received no replies to any of his data requests. He too
filed motions to compel. Again the Company did not reply. Each of his motions was
granted, to no useful end. He requested subpoenas that he served on the Company with
no results.

Intervenor Nichols also served data requests on the Company. He also
received no responses. He too filed a motion to compel which was granted by ruling
dated November 29, 2007.

On October 9, 2007, Crooked River filed a motion to quash one of Soule’s
subpoenas. The ALJ denied the motion on October 11, 2007.

The Attorney General’s office has initiated contempt proceedings against
the General Manager of the Company and its Board of Directors. The Commission will
consider further remedies as may be appropriate, to address future misconduct by the
Company.

V. MOTIONS TO STRIKE

Prior to the hearing, Staff and Soule submitted motions to strike directed
at Crooked River's Rebuttal Testimony. Their grounds for their motions were the
Company's failure to respond to some of the data requests (Staff) or any of the data
requests (Soule) (Nichols).

At the hearing the ALJ took the motions under submission. He allowed the
parties to cross-examine the Company's witnesses, pending a Commission ruling on the
motions.

On balance, the testimony is admitted. Crooked River's discovery failures
seriously erode the weight to be given to its testimony.

VI. RATE PROPOSALS

A. Current and Proposed Rates

Under its schedule of charges, the Company charges a base rate of $27.50
per month. The base rate includes the first 700 cubic feet of water. The Company’s
variable rate is $0.72 per 100 cubic feet for all usage above 700 cubic feet. The Company
does not distinguish between residential and commercial customers, nor does it
distinguish between meter sizes. In addition, the Company assesses an $8 per month
charge for capital improvements.
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Crooked River proposes to change the base rate to $36.50, which includes
the $8 surcharge, but no consumption allowance. The Company also proposes to raise
the variable rate to $0.80 per 100 cf. Based on the above rate structure, the Company
gave notice to its customers that the average bill would increase from $40.97 (includes
surcharge) to $44.30 (includes surcharge), an increase of 8.13 percent.

B. Staff’s Rate Proposal

Staff calculated a revenue requirement of $525,295, a reduction of 34.9
percent from current rates. Staff proposes a base rate of $18.58 per month with no
consumption allowance, and a variable rate of $0.86 per 100 cf. Staff proposes to
eliminate the $8 per month surcharge.

VII. ISSUES

A. Revenue

1. Staff

Staff’s first adjustment is to remove miscellaneous revenue of $48,746
associated with events such as hook-up fees, disconnections, reconnections, late charges,
etc. Regarding hook-up fees, Staff proposes to exclude the revenue because the
corresponding costs should be booked as contributions in aid of construction (CIAC) and
excluded from rates. Regarding other fees and charges, Staff states that its proposed
treatment is “standard practice,” removing revenues that are a result of actions and
inactions of specific customers that should not be passed through to all customers, since
the specific customers were charged applicable rates.

Staff’s second adjustment is to include $8,100 in rental revenue derived
from cellular and internet leases for equipment installed on the Company’s reservoir
tower. The revenue includes payments from T-Mobile and an imputed payment by
Webformix. The Webformix revenue is imputed because the Company and Webformix
agreed to exchange services – the Company receives its internet service from Webformix.

2. Company

Crooked River states that “cost causative events, such as disconnections,
reconnections and late-charges cost [the Company] money.” The Company argues that
“the Commission should defer to the historical costs and approve [Crooked River’s]
revenue request in this regard.”

3. Discussion

We adopt the Staff revenue adjustments. Staff’s removal of the
miscellaneous revenues is consistent with Commission practice.
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Likewise, the recognition of rental revenue for use of the utility property is
consistent with sound ratemaking practice. We note that the Webformix contract
treatment results in a wash in this case. That relationship may change over time, and we
prefer to keep the revenues and costs separate.

B. Capital Assessment Fund

Staff proposes to remove from revenue the $142,430 collected from the $8
per month capital assessment surcharge presently collected by the Company.

The $8 per month capital assessment is collected for future projects. Staff
cites a March 29, 2004, Board Resolution that states the funds are being collected for:

• Drilling of Well No. 3, and plumbing to accommodate a
chlorination system;

• Upgrading the Cistern and building a new pump house;

• Re-plumbing and adding a chlorination station to Well No. 1;

• Pay off the loan on the office building.

Staff notes that the first three of these items relate to future construction. Staff argues
that costs of property not presently used for providing service are not recoverable in rates,
pursuant to ORS 757.355(1).

Staff notes that ORS 757.355(2) does allow the Commission to include in
water utility rates the costs of a specific capital improvement “if the water utility is
required to use the additional revenues solely for the purpose of completing the capital
improvement.” Staff states that it only allows inclusion of construction work in progress
(CWIP) where the water utility is able to provide specific costs and the in-service date is
within six months or an approved timeline shows completion soon afterwards. In this
case the Company has not provided specific costs and completion of the well is at least
14 months off. Further, the Company has not used the funds “solely for the purpose of
completing the capital improvement[s].”

According to Staff, the Company is not in jeopardy of losing its current
water permit if it does not complete the Well No. 3 project by any particular date. The
Company would have to reapply for the change in the point of appropriation to
demonstrate beneficial use of the volumes now on its permit.

The Company has not provided total estimated costs for the project. Many
draws from the assessment fund were not related to the well and building.

Further, Crooked River considers the aquifer from which it draws its water
to be both adequate and reliable, and does not anticipate future restrictions on its supply.
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Thus, the well may result in excess capacity, meaning that a further analysis of the need
for the well should be performed before the cost is included in rates.

Staff observes that the Company now is subject to cost of service
regulation. Under cost of service regulation, the Company cannot make a special
assessment for future costs that may or may not come to fruition.

According to Staff, the Company reports that, as of July 25, 2007,
$137,945 remained in the capital assessment account. Assuming no intervening
expenditures, the amount in the account as of the date of the decision in this matter will
be about $200,000.

As regards to the disposition of the funds collected, Staff offers two
options:

1. Amortize the balance in the fund over three years as an offset to
the revenue requirement ($45,982 per year);

2. Assume the funds are used for future capital improvements and
reduce future capital costs by such amounts for inclusion in rates.

Staff claims that the first result can be achieved without either a reduction in the final
revenue requirement, or a reduction in rates.

According to Staff, this result is possible because the revenue-sensitive
adjustment, based on Staff’s recommended level of expenses and net income is a
decrease of $97,631. That amount is higher than the proposed adjusted amount of
$45,982. If Staff removed $45,982 from customer adjusted revenue, the adjusted revenue
requirement would be $576,943. This adjusted amount would reduce the revenue-
sensitive adjustment from $97,631 to $51,649. The final proposed results would still
equal $517,194 and recommended rates would not change. Staff proposes the three-year
amortization because the fund balance was collected over a three-year period.

2. Company

Regarding the special assessment, Mr. Rooks testified that the Company
believes it should be continued. He cited ORS 94.595 as the basis for his contention that
state law requires that the Company be allowed to continue the assessment and establish
the reserve fund. The same claim is made in the testimony of Crooked River witness
Price.

Mr. Rooks testified that the elimination of the assessment surcharge would
mean that the Company will not be able to begin its planned new well. Accordingly, the
Company will have to file a request for an extension for its water rights and need to
request another point of diversion transfer. He states that the costs of these actions are
not included in the cost of service results presented by Staff.
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3. Intervenors Soule and Nichols

Intervenors Soule and Nichols cite the resolution that authorized the
special assessment. They state that, although the resolution was clear on the purpose of
the assessment, the Company has spent much of the proceeds on items that were not
authorized by the enabling resolution. They argue that “the complete willful
mismanagement of the special assessment fund by the Board of Directors and
Management of CRRWC has demonstrated a complete disregard for the membership.”

Mr. Soule and Mr. Nichols also oppose the inclusion of the costs of the
proposed new well in rates. They find an inconsistency between the Company’s 20-year
master plan and the stated intentions of the General Manager. Based on that conflict,
they support Staff’s recommendations.

Intervenors Soule and Nichols recommend that the amount remaining in
the fund be used for two purposes. First, they propose to use the fund to pay off the
remaining balance on the office building loan (“the only item in the enabling resolution
that is still viable and has a chance of completion”). Second, they propose that the
remaining balance of the fund be refunded to members/customers “in a method that the
Commission determines to be fair and equitable.”

4. Discussion

The capital assessment surcharge is not an appropriate charge and is
discontinued. On its face, ORS 94.595 does not apply to Crooked River.

The treatment of the funds raised by the surcharge must be addressed in
this order.

Staff proposed two alternatives – amortizing the fund balance over a three
year period, or allowing the Company to retain the funds to be used for future capital
improvements to reduce future capital costs. In this decision we adopt Staff’s alternate
recommendation – the Company may retain the funds for future capital improvements,
pending further order of this Commission.

Crooked River collected the surcharge for capital improvements and to
pay off the loan on the office building. In effect, the Company created a constructive
trust for its members. We intend that the purpose of the trust be preserved.

Within 30 days of the date of this order, we direct the Company to file a
report that accounts for all funds received from the surcharge and all expenditures of
those funds for whatever purpose. The report must also include a detailed statement of
the Company’s forecast of its future use of those funds for capital improvements.
Staff will review that report and accounting and is ordered to recommend to the
Commission a fund balance to carry forward and the Staff’s view of the need for, and
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timing of, the plant additions anticipated in the report. If the plant additions are not likely
to be undertaken within a reasonable time, or in a sufficient amount, the Commission
may consider other disposition of the fund balance.

Our action is based on the grant of general powers to the Commission by
ORS 756.040(1) to “protect . . . customers, and the public generally, from unjust and
unreasonable exactions and practices” and by ORS 756.040(2), which vests in the
Commission the “power and jurisdiction to supervise and regulate every public utility . . .
and to do all things necessary and convenient in the exercise of such power and
jurisdiction.” Our action is “necessary and convenient” in the context of the unique
circumstances of Crooked River, where the customers are the owners of the utility and
the dual beneficiaries of the constructive trust.

Soule/Nichols propose that we order the Company to pay off the loan
balance on the building. The building loan was one of the original uses designated for
the assessment surcharge, and its payment would be a reasonable use of the assessment
funds. We will impute the payoff of the building loan for ratemaking purposes.

Crooked River also has a loan outstanding for a truck. Although the truck
loan was not among the intended uses of the surcharge funds, we also impute the payoff
of the truck loan from the assessment fund balance for ratemaking purposes.

The fund balance to be set aside for future capital improvements is the
remaining amount of the fund as set by the accounting, less the amount of the building
and truck loans.

Whether the Company will pay off the building and truck loans remains a
matter for management’s discretion. Given that the interest cost on the loans is greater
than the interest income earned on the fund balance, prudent utility management most
likely would pay off the two loans.

We are concerned that the Company has spent some of the proceeds of the
surcharge for purposes not within the scope of the enabling resolution. In allowing the
Company to retain the funds for now, we state our intent that the use of the funds be
limited to capital improvements or the pay-off of loans; expenses incurred by the
Company should be paid for out of operating revenues.

C. Expenses

1. Salaries and Wages – Employees

a. Staff

In the test year, Crooked River listed $313,500 in employee expenses and
requested $30,000 for an additional full-time equivalent (FTE), a total of $343,500.
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Apparently the $313,500 includes the 2006 W-3 wages of $285,082 and $28,418 in
payroll taxes.

Included in its application were the hourly rates the Company pays its
employees. Staff used the hourly rates to calculate annual expenses and escalated the
hourly wages by the 2007 Consumer’s Price Index.

Staff made three other adjustments. These adjustments were:

1) Increased the part-time field position to a full-time position, based
on Company growth;

2) Removed an approximate amount of labor for time donated to the
Fire Hall for installation of water lines and other construction.

3) Excluded overtime.

Staff’s three adjustments reduced wage expense to $227,817, a reduction of $115,683
from the amount requested by the Company. Staff proposes to move $19,756 from
Salaries and Wages to Payroll Tax, resulting in a net reduction of $95,927.

In its application, Crooked River calculated its Salaries and Wages
expense assuming that its employees work over 240 hours per month (60 hours per
week). Staff notes that the 240 hours per month is 67 hours per month greater than the
standard 173 hours per month (based on a 40 hour work week). The application includes
16.75 hours per week of overtime for each full-time employee. Staff states that its
standard practice is to not include overtime in wages, citing Commission Orders
No. 07-219 and 07-359. Staff did not include any overtime for the full-time employees.

Staff requested and received time cards for the first four months of 2007.
Staff notes that the “vast majority” of overtime was claimed by the General Manager
(James Rooks) and Office Manager (Jacquelyn Rooks), although the General Manager’s
daughter also reported periods of overtime.

Staff characterizes this situation as “problematic, because both the general
manager and office manager positions typically are salaried and are not paid overtime.
Staff offers examples of other water companies that pay management salaries and do not
pay managers overtime.

Staff also notes that the Company also has contracted separately with the
General Manager to perform maintenance and repair of Company equipment. The
payment to Mr. Rooks pursuant to this contract is $500 per week, in addition to his
wages. Staff notes “there is a possibility of duplication of time spent on independent
contractor duties and time spent performing duties as an employee of the Company.”
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Staff compared the resulting staffing of Crooked River to two other
utilities and believes that it is “sufficient.” Staff compared the customer to employee
ratio in the Company’s Master Plan (392 to 1) to its test year proposal (235 to 1) and
concluded that the staffing should be sufficient and capable of performing the work
within a normal workweek.

Further regarding the General Manager’s pay, the Staff compared his
wages to American Water Works Association (AWWA) pay classifications for smaller
utilities, those with fewer than 25 employees. Staff makes a distinction between those
managers who have ultimate responsibility for running their companies and Crooked
River, where that authority resides with the Board of Directors:

The Board shall have general supervision and control over and shall manage and
conduct the affairs and business of the Cooperative, and shall make all necessary
rules and regulations, not inconsistent with law or with the Bylaws of Articles of
Incorporation, for the management of the Corporation and the guidance of the
officers, employees and agents of the Cooperative

Staff took those circumstances into account in formulating its recommendation.

Staff then proposes a further adjustment, directed at the actions of the
General Manager. Staff cites the Company’s failure to respond to data requests and the
high number of customer complaints as factors that support its further adjustment.

Staff reports that the Commission’s Consumer Services Section had
received 42 calls from Crooked River customers with one or more complaints, as of the
date the Staff submitted its testimony. The 42 calls account for 53 separate complaints,
all registered in the time since this Commission asserted jurisdiction over the Company.

Because Staff holds the General Manager responsible for these matters,
Staff proposed to reset the job classification for the General Manager to the level of a
Senior/Lead Water Treatment Plant operator, reducing the allowance for the General
Manager’s compensation by $9,239 annually. This adjustment was proposed to reflect
the failure of the General Manager to conduct himself in the manner that his position and
scope of responsibility (and corresponding compensation) reasonably would require.

b. Company

Mr. Rooks testified that Crooked River is “labor intensive.” According to
Mr. Rooks, Crooked River does “98% of all repairs and improvements in-house.”

Mr. Rooks testified that Staff’s use of the Company’s 1997 Master Plan is
not appropriate. According to Mr. Rooks, in the intervening years work that had been
farmed out is now done in house at a considerable savings. He cites several instances of
the savings he claims from work that now is performed by the Company for itself.
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Mr. Rooks testified that he works under a contract with the Company that
calls for an hourly wage. He claims that Staff’s recommendation will result in the
Company violating state and federal laws.

According to Mr. Rooks, in the history of Crooked River, no one has been
salaried – wages always have been hourly, and the Company intends to continue in this
manner. Mr. Rooks states that the policy allows the Company to better match revenues
and expenses.

The Company warns that exclusion of overtime will impair its ability to
provide fire protection service.

Mr. Rooks testified that his actions do not warrant the Staff’s adjustment
for failure to comply with data requests. He states that answers were provided that “were
deemed relevant to the company regarding the rate case.”

c. Intervenors Soule and Nichols

Intervenors Soule and Nichols support the Staff’s adjustments to salaries
and wages. They also note that the Company incurs higher costs ($5,980 annually) on
account of the General Manager’s failure to obtain a Water Operator 2 classification,
requiring the Company to use the services of a Water Operator 3 on a part-time basis, to
meet the certification requirements of the state’s Drinking Water Program.

d. Discussion

We adopt Staff's proposal. The Commission does not prescribe the
amount of compensation for any utility employee to be paid by the utility. We determine
a reasonable amount of compensation to be recovered from customers through rates.

In its application, the Company proposes wage levels for three employees
that include very substantial amounts of overtime. As Staff notes, in most cases a
General Manager position is salaried and the general manager would not earn overtime.
Further, there is no evidence that the hours claimed are reasonable or necessary to
perform the duties of the three positions.

Staff has calculated a reasonable level of salary and wage expense. The
allowance for an additional full time employee should assure that the staff proposal is
adequate to provide reliable service. Crooked River has the burden of proving that its
estimate of test year salaries and wages is reasonable. The Company has failed to meet
its burden of proof.

Staff’s further adjustment to the General Manager’s salary to reflect
discovery failures is well taken. In the case of an investor-owned utility we might
respond to management indiscretion by way of an adjustment to return on equity. Given
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the circumstances of Crooked River, an adjustment to the compensation level of the
General Manager is more appropriate.

2. Employee Pension and Benefits

Staff used actual 2007 medical and dental plans and added an amount for
the one additional full-time equivalent, reflecting the change in the field tech position
from part-time to full-time. Staff’s total adjusted cost is $28,390, $4,610 lower than the
Company’s proposed cost.

Staff’s position is adopted.

3. Telecommunications

a. Staff

Staff used actual contract costs for T-Mobile, the pager, and QWEST.
Staff also imputed $1,200 for Webformix internet costs, offsetting the amount attributed
to rental income. Staff’s calculated amount is $9,078 and results in a reduction of $6,922
from the Company’s estimate.

Staff states that the Company’s claim that Staff was provided a copy of the
SCADA servicing contract is misleading. Staff only received a copy of the SCADA
contract at the November 5, 2007, Subpoena Duces Tecum meeting.

b. Company

Crooked River states that it has substantiated $6,720 that was slashed from
the communications budget as related to monthly service charges on the SCADA lines
and annual repair costs to the system. The Company states that it provided a copy of the
SCADA to Staff, but that it was ignored. Crooked River also tries to report the SCADA
costs as “Contract Services – Other.”

According to Mr. Rooks, the Company has four office lines that are used
daily, and one fax line

c. Discussion

The Company cites information it claims to have provided to Staff. It
does not cite information in the record. Staff has explained that the information was not
provided on a timely basis. Staff’s estimate is adopted.

4. Purchased Power

Staff took the Company’s 2006 power costs and made two adjustments.
Staff added 5 percent to account for Pacific Power’s rate increase in UE 179. Staff also
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added 10 percent to reflect the Company’s loss of its BPA Residential Exchange Credit
for its irrigation use. Staff’s estimate is $54,404, an increase of $5,404 above the
Company’s forecast.

Staff’s position is adopted.

5. Office Supplies

Staff used actual 2006 invoices for supplies and copier costs. After
moving some costs into other accounts, Staff’s estimate is $15,821, a decrease of $719
from the Company’s forecast.

Staff’s position is adopted.

6. Postage

Staff used 2006 invoices for mailing and shipping charges and increased
the amount to reflect the 2007 increase in the first-class postage cost. Staff’s estimate is
$6,658, which is an increase of $158 above the Company’s estimate.

Staff’s position is adopted.

7. Materials and Supplies

a. Staff

Staff was provided only one invoice for 2006 costs. Accordingly, Staff
used four months of 2007 invoices, plus certain VISA receipts, and annualized the costs,
resulting in an estimate of $3,666. Staff’s method results in a decrease of $30,334 from
the Company’s estimate.

Staff acknowledges that its estimate is “significantly lower” than what the
Company forecasted. Staff states that annualizing is an accepted method for determining
expenses, and notes that the burden of proof is on the Company.

b. Company

Mr. Rooks testified that Staff’s reduction is “irresponsible.” According to
Mr. Rooks, Staff chose not to use the year end financial statement for 2006, preferring to
cut the Company budget, “making it impossible to cover even one repair to the system.”

c. Discussion

Staff’s position is based on information provided by the Company.
Crooked River provided no evidence, only argument. Staff’s position is adopted.
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8. Repairs to Plant

a. Staff

Using 2007 invoices, Staff transferred $13,828 into plant and excluded
$3,467 for materials used for the Fire Hall donation. Staff annualized the six months of
data and added the $26,000 cost of the maintenance contract between the Company and
Mr. Rooks. Staff’s estimate is $30,633, and results in a reduction of $51,367 from the
Company’s forecast.

Staff states that it would have preferred to use 2006 invoices, but the
Company refused to provide such information. Again Staff notes that the burden of proof
is on the Company.

b. Company

Crooked River argues that Staff’s proposed rates will detract from its
quality of service. Not only are the rates not adequate to finance a new well, the rates
would not allow for service on existing lines.

Crooked River argues that, not only will Staff’s proposed rates not allow
for repairs, other improvement projects will be “destroyed.” The Company claims that
for the last 10 years its management has worked diligently “to bring this company in line
with all county, state and federal requirements.” The Company warns that these efforts
will be discontinued if Staff’s proposed rates are adopted.

c. Discussion

As Staff notes, the burden of proof is on the Company. Crooked River has
failed to substantiate its claims, having failed to provide data requested by Staff. We
adopt Staff’s estimate.

9. Contract Services – Accounting

According to Staff, the Company’s 2006 invoices match the submitted
test-year amount. Staff escalated that amount to 2007.

The Company also submitted additional invoices for services performed in
support of the rate application. Staff moved those costs into Account 666, Amortization
of Rate Case Expenses.

We adopt Staff’s estimate.
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10. Contract Services – Legal

a. Staff

Staff notes that the Company incurred $41,578 in legal costs in 2006, and
$18,444 during the first six months of 2007. According to Staff, “this is an extraordinary
amount for a Class ‘B’ water utility.”

Staff reallocated $28,065 to plant for costs associated with litigation for
easements for Well No. 3. Staff eliminated $3,875 associated with charges of criminal
mischief and trespassing. Staff also amortized WJ 8 costs over two years and added an
inflation adjustment to the remaining costs. Staff’s forecast is $6,109, a reduction of
$34,891 from the Company’s estimate.

Regarding the adjustment for the Well No. 3 litigation costs, Staff notes
that the well has not been placed in operation and has not undergone a prudency review.
Staff classified the legal expenses as construction work in progress (CWIP).

b. Company

The Company cites legal expenses as one of the areas slashed by the Staff
without sufficient explanation or justification. Crooked River states that its necessary
legal expenses relate in part to actions of dissatisfied customers.

c. Discussion

Staff has fully explained its proposed adjustments. Staff’s adjustments are
reasonable and are adopted.

11. Contract Services – Testing

Staff calculated testing expense of $4,299, using a four-year average of the
costs for scheduled tests, based on documentation provided. Staff’s adjustment increases
testing expense by $2,099.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

12. Contract Services – Labor

Staff notes that the Company estimated $10,000 for contract services –
labor. Actual invoices for 2007 equaled $1,643; no invoices were received for 2006.

Because Staff proposed to expand the part-time Field Tech position to
full-time, Staff recommends $0 for contract services – labor for the test year.

The Staff estimate is adopted.
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13. Small Tools

a. Staff

Staff proposes to allow $175 for small tools. This is a reduction of $4,825
from the Company’s proposed expense of $5,000.

b. Company

Mr. Rooks testified that Staff’s proposal “is ridiculous for a company that
does most repairs in house.” Mr. Rooks claims that “one set of good wrenches costs
more than $175.”

c. Discussion

Again the Company fails to meet its burden of proof. Crooked River
failed to show why “a company that does most repairs in house” doesn’t already have the
tools it needs to do those repairs. The Company offered no evidence regarding what tools
it needs.

14. Computer/Electronic Expense

According to Staff, 2006 invoices for computer/electronic operating and
maintenance expenses were $1,250. Staff escalated this amount for 2007 to $1,290.
Staff also proposes treating as plant three pieces of equipment purchased in 2006 for
$942. Staff’s estimate is a reduction of $8,720 from the Company’s forecast.

The Staff estimate is adopted.

15. Transportation

a. Staff

Staff reports that, during 2006, the Company reported $3,042 in tire
expenses, $13,266 in repair expenses, and $12,816 for vehicle fuel expense. Because the
Company has a maintenance and repair contract with Mr. Rooks, Staff removed the
repair expenses from the test year to avoid double counting. Staff included the tire
expense and escalated the fuel expense to reflect more current prices. Staff calculated a
test year expense of $17,160, a $1,340 decrease from the Company’s forecast of $18,500.

Staff states that it has been told by “various customers” that they believe
that the General Manager uses company fuel for personal use. According to Staff, it was
told by Mr. Rooks that he separately purchases fuel for his personal use, but he has not
provided any documentation to support that claim. Because Staff does not have any
evidence to support the customers’ claims, Staff did not make an additional adjustment
for that purpose.
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b. Company

Mr. Rooks testified that Staff’s figures do not allow for the parts needed to
repair the equipment. He states that Staff ignores a crane, which is an “important asset”
to the Company.

c. Discussion

Staff’s estimate is based on information supplied by the Company. Mr.
Rooks’ testimony lacks any foundation. The Company has the burden of proof. Staff’s
position is adopted.

16. Vehicle Insurance

Staff states that it did receive documentation to confirm the Company’s
estimate of $3,884.

The Company’s estimate is adopted.

17. General Liability Insurance

a. Staff

After reviewing all policies provided by the Company, Staff recommends
$1,072 for commercial property, $4,096 for commercial liability, and $1,144 for
contractor equipment – a total of $6,312. Staff removed one half of the total for
contractor equipment because about 50 percent of the cost is attributable to an excavator
owned by Mr. Rooks. Staff’s estimate is a reduction of $4,151 from the Company’s
forecast.

b. Company

Crooked River cites General Liability Insurance as one of the areas where
Staff slashed expenses without sufficient explanation or justification. The Company
claims that the excavator has been used primarily for water company business and is a
legal responsibility of the Company.

c. Discussion

Staff did sufficiently explain the basis for its adjustment. Staff’s estimate
is adopted.
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18. Workers’ Compensation

a. Staff

The Company estimated its expense at $14,000. Staff multiplied the
Company’s workers’ compensation rate times its recommended wage allowance and
calculated a cost of $6,835.

b. Company

In his testimony, Mr. Rooks observes that Staff states that the Company
may decide for itself how much to pay in wages and salaries, but has reduced workers’
compensation expenses to reflect the Staff’s proposed pay level. He asks, if the
Company were to continue to pay its employees the same wages, where would the funds
come from for the higher workers’ compensation costs.

c. Discussion

Workers Compensation expense should be consistent with salaries and
wages allowed. Staff’s estimate is adopted.

19. Amortization of Rate Case Expense

The Company included $3,000 for rate case expenses. Staff reviewed all
2006 and 2007 legal invoices for expenses that related to the rate application and asked
the Company for more information.

Subsequently the Company estimated its costs at $10,000. Staff adjusted
that to $6,220 and added $4,131 for accounting costs and $1,000 for future costs. Staff
took the total ($11,351) and amortized the cost over two years, resulting in an estimate of
$5,676.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

20. System Capacity Development Program

Staff notes that the Company estimated $6,000 in expenses for future
system capacity needs. Because the Company has no current expenses related to System
Development, Staff recommends $0 for this account.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

21. Training and Certification

Staff notes that the Company estimated $1,000 in expenses for training
and certification. Although the Company did not substantiate this figure, Staff
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recommends that it be retained because the Company most likely will incur training and
certification costs.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

22. Consumer Confidence Report

In its application the Company mistakenly recorded the expense for the
Consumer Confidence Report in public relations. Staff moved the $800 expense to the
proper account, while excluding the Company’s proposed additional expense of $1200 in
Account 660, Public Relations/Advertising.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

23. General Expense

In its application the Company forecasts $1,500. After its review of 2007
invoices, Staff estimates $738, a reduction of $762.

Staff’s estimate is adopted.

24. Payroll Tax

In its application, the Company proposed an amount of $0. Staff moved
$19,756 in payroll tax expense from Salaries and Wages – Employees to the appropriate
account. Staff calculated its estimate using its recommended wage expense and the
corresponding number of employees.

Staff’s estimate is consistent with the adopted level of salaries and wages
and is adopted.

D. Adjustments to Plant

1. Staff

After its review of the application and responses to data requests, Staff
determined that the Company’s Utility Net Plant is $543,506, an upward adjustment from
the Company’s calculation of $500,549. Staff’s net plant calculation excludes:

1. Original contributions in aid of construction (CIAC) that occurred
during the development of the original subdivision;

2. Mainline extensions paid for by customers receiving service from the
extensions (also CIAC);

3. Meters paid for by customers (also CIAC);
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4. New construction for 2005, 2006, and 2007 for which the Company
has not provided documentation of the costs;

5. Costs for a crane that appears to have been purchased twice by the
Company;

6. A hammer attachment for the excavator owned by the General
Manager;

7. Three entries in the Company’s depreciation schedule, two for
capitalized interest and one for a construction draw. These amounts
should have been embedded in the costs of the applicable equipment;

8. Land for Well No. 3 that currently is not used and useful for utility
operations.

9. Land for future development (Staff did allow one-third of the costs,
based on the Company’s claim that it stores dirt and gravel on the
land; and

10. Equipment that was sold or disposed of in 2006.

As noted above, Staff moved certain equipment from operating expenses into plant. Staff
readjusted the office building from a 35-year depreciation life to a 25-year life to
correspond with the current loan on the property. Staff also added 10 capital items that
had not been included by the Company totaling $26,372.

Staff explained some of its exclusions in detail.

Staff defines CIAC as any amount of money, services or property received
by a utility, from any person or governmental agency, any portion of which is provided at
no cost to the utility, which represents an addition or transfer to the capital of the utility,
and which is used to offset the acquisition, improvement or construction costs of the
utility’s property, facilities, or equipment used to provide utility services to the public. In
the case of Crooked River, the original plant was contributed to the Company by the
developer. OAR 860-036-0756(3) requires that CIAC be excluded from rates and
depreciated on a separate schedule, outside the ratemaking process.

Staff cites main line extensions that were not paid through rates, but
through monetary contributions of customers served by these lines. For example, “each
customer being served on the Peninsula line extension paid the Company $6,500 to
receive water service.” With respect to meters, Staff cites the Company’s statement that
“the only time a meter is not charged to a customer is when the company replaces it due
to damage, etc.” Therefore, both the main line extensions and meters are properly
classified as CIAC and should not be included in rate base.
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Staff states that CIAC must be removed from rates to avoid customers
paying twice for plant equipment. Staff states that it did include in rates all assets that
were purchased through loans or purchased through funds collected in rates.

Using its plant adjustments, Staff calculated depreciation expense of
$43,991. Staff’s estimate is $56,281 less than the Company’s request of $100,272.

Staff calculated Accumulated Depreciation using Average Service Lives,
consistent with a method developed by the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners. Staff’s derived an amount of $407,818, compared to the Company’s
estimate of $1,571,505.

Staff removed three entries from the Company’s depreciation schedule,
two for capitalized interest and one for a construction draw. Staff could not identify what
equipment the capitalized interest was for, and if that equipment was still being
depreciated.

Regarding Staff’s inclusion in plant of one-third of a parcel of land used
for storing dirt and gravel, Staff notes that the Company purchased this land for
expansion. The Company can order dirt and gravel as needed. The allowance of one
third of the land into rates recognized that the land is being used. Staff continues to
question the usefulness and purpose of the land. Staff’s proposed one-third inclusion is a
compromise.

2. Company

Crooked River states that neither the Company nor Staff “knows exactly
what the rate base is because the historic records are not available.” The Company states
that the Staff position is that the Company “is not entitled to certain portions of a rate
base because there are no records” but ignores the pipe in the ground. Crooked River
argues that “everybody knows that the system is there.” How much it costs has yet to be
determined, and is likely to be the subject of a future rate case.

Regarding new construction for 2005, 2006, and 2007, Crooked River
states that Staff provided no explanation why such costs are not included, “other than the
allegation that the Company did not provide documentation of the costs.” Crooked River
states that “all 2007 records for new construction have been provided.”

According to Crooked River, the purchase of the crane has been explained
“again and again.” The Company further states that the hammer attachment works on
any excavator and has been used “in countless projects on behalf of customers.”

Regarding depreciation, Crooked River states that Staff did not understand
the entries in its depreciation schedule. “capitalized interest and construction draws are
properly added to the original cost,” not subtracted.
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Regarding CIAC, the Company contends that Staff treated as CIAC a
number of system line extensions and meter sets that were only partially paid for by
users. Crooked River argues that there are thousands of feet of line extensions and many
meter installations that were paid for through rates and should not be treated as CIAC.

Crooked River argues that system development charges and charges to
customers for line extensions prior to PUC regulation are not CIAC. “Unregulated
revenue generated by [Crooked River] used to build an infrastructure cannot be treated as
an asset.”

Further regarding the removal of CIAC from rate base, the Company cites
testimony by its witness Price to the effect that the Company should be able to recover
CIAC depreciation in rates “if staff is unwilling to allow a reasonable rate of return.”
To do otherwise “puts an unhealthy squeeze on utility operations.”

Ultimately Crooked River blames Staff for its failure to meet with Price to
discuss rate base issues. The Company claims that Staff refused to adjust its schedule to
work with Price, and characterizes as “disingenuous” Staff’s testimony to the effect that it
“will work with the company,”

Regarding Staff’s inclusion in rate base of one-third of the costs of land
held for future development that presently is used to store dirt and gravel, Crooked River
cites testimony by Dougherty to the effect that he used judgment to decide how much of
the land to treat as used and useful. According to the Company, “one of the tragedies of
this case is that many of the important decisions . . . come down to the subjective
discretion of one individual,” the Staff witness.

3. Intervenor Cook

Intervenor Cook argues that Staff’s adjustments are not consistent.
Mr. Cook argues that Staff should have used unaudited financial statements provided by
the Company, claiming that Staff has used such information in other cases. Mr. Cook
also contends that Staff erred in allowing only a “fraction of property” in rate base,
referring to a particular parcel. Mr. Cook argues that its exclusion is inconsistent with the
used and useful test.

4. Discussion

Staff determined the Company’s plant in service, making use of
information was provided by the Company and applying standard regulatory practices.
We adopt Staff’s estimate of plant in service.

Regarding CIAC, CIAC is not included in rates because customers already
have paid for the plant. To include CIAC in rates would have some customers paying
twice for plant.
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In terms of the “pipe in the ground” and the meter sets allegedly paid for
out of Company funds, Crooked River failed to offer any evidence that supports its claim
that much of this investment was funded out of rates, rather than contributed to the
Company. Staff’s treatment of such costs is reasonable and is adopted.

We acknowledge that Staff exercised judgment in deciding what portion
of certain land used for storing dirt and gravel should be included in rate base. Judgment
is a necessary element of ratemaking, particularly where the utility fails to meet its
burden of proof, and its weight depends on the qualifications of the witness and the
nature of the interest represented. In this case we adopt the recommendation of the Staff
witness, while recognizing that the use of the property for utility purposes is marginal.

E. AMR Project

1. Staff

Staff excluded an automated meter reading (AMR) system that would
have the Company replace its meters with automated meters. Staff presented evidence to
show that the proposed AMR project would not be cost-effective.

Staff notes that the AMR devices have not been purchased or installed,
and, thus, their inclusion would be unlawful. The Company cannot finance the AMR
project because of insufficient funds.

Staff determined that the cost of the project would be $611,810 (or more).
Based on Staff’s Net Present Value analysis, for the project to break-even, the annual
savings must be at least $30,591 over the 20-year life of the meters. Assuming the
Company would reduce its personnel, Staff found that the project would save the
Company only $11,853 per year. Staff determined that the net present value of the
project would be a negative $432,269.

2. Company

Crooked River defends its AMR project on several grounds. It claims that
the project is a safety and workers compensation insurance issue – “a number of meter
sets are in steep and difficult to access locations exposing the company to loss of time
insurance issues.” It states that a number of the complaints about the Company received
by the Commission relate to inaccurate meter reads – “the Company desires to reduce
complaints and promote accurate billings to customers.” Also, according to the
Company, the payroll savings could be substantially greater than the Staff’s estimate.

3. Discussion

Regarding the proposed AMR project, the Company offered no evidence
to suggest that such a project would be cost effective. Staff’s analysis clearly establishes
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that such a proposal is highly dubious and should not be undertaken without a full-scale
cost-benefit analysis that shows a clear benefit-cost ration greater than 1.

F. Rate of Return

1. Staff

In its application the Company requested an 8.48 percent return on its
proposed rate base of $596,743. The Company’s proposed return on equity is 12 percent.
The 8.48 percent return would result in net income of $50,585.

Staff recommended a 4.13 percent rate of return. Staff’s proposed return
on equity is 2.94 percent. The 4.13 percent return applied to the Staff’s recommended
rate base of $615,453 yields net income of $25,394.

Staff’s cost of debt was calculated from the two outstanding loans
(building and truck). The weighted cost of debt was calculated using the original loan
amounts, not the loan balances. Although loan balances typically would be used, Staff
states it was concerned about available cash flow for the Company to service its two
outstanding loans.

According to Staff, if it used the loan balances instead of the loan
amounts, the weighted cost of debt would be 1.08 percent. That return, plus the related
depreciation expense, would yield a revenue stream that is less than the actual payments
made by the Company. Thus, Staff used the loan amounts to provide enough revenue to
cover the annual loan payments.

Staff states that its proposed cost of equity was calculated using the
method prescribed by this Commission in Order No. 07-137, where we adopted a method
for calculating rates for pole attachments for consumer-owned electric utilities – the
utility’s embedded cost of long-term debt, plus 100 basis points. Staff calculates the
Company’s embedded cost of long-term debt at 1.94 percent.

In its reply brief, Staff states that its original cost of capital calculation was
incorrect. Staff should have removed the building loan from the cost of capital
calculations because of a balloon payment due on March 15, 2008. Also, Staff
erroneously added 100 basis points to the weighted cost of debt, instead of applying the
100 basis points to the embedded cost of debt.

Because its rate of return is lower than the Company’s, Staff addressed the
question whether the Company’s cash flow would be sufficient to finance future plant
expansion. Staff noted that its proposed results include depreciation expense of $43,991
in rates. When added to the net income of $25,394, the annual cash flow for future
investments is $69,385.
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Staff noted that it appears that about $62,128 has been spent for future
plant expansion since 2004. Based on historical experience then, Staff believes that the
depreciation expense and net income should be sufficient to finance future plant
expansion.

According to Staff, many of the recent expansions of the system were
handled as main line extensions, with the extensions paid for by customers receiving the
service. In Staff’s proposed tariffs, rules to be adopted require that the Company collect
a reasonable, cost-based charge for mainline extensions and equitably distribute the costs
of such expansions among customers that receive service there from.

Staff now proposes that the Company pay off both loans – for the building
and the truck. In that case Staff supports the recommendation of Intervenor Cook to set
the return on equity at the 10-year treasury note rate, plus 200 basis points. Staff
calculates the resulting return on equity as 6.16 percent.

2. Company

Crooked River states that, not only is PUC regulation new for the
Company, regulation of not-for-profit water companies is new for the PUC. The
Company argues that “the lack of a clear standard and process for ratemaking” has left
the Company subject to the whims of the Staff.

The Company cites Staff testimony to the effect that 10 percent is a
benchmark that Staff sometimes uses. Crooked River notes that Staff chose not to use the
10 percent benchmark, and instead relied on the Commission decision setting rates for
municipal utility pole attachments (Order No. 07-137). The Company quotes
Dougherty’s testimony to the effect the pole attachment case “was a very good analogy,”
and argues “this explanation for determining rate of return is far from sufficient.”

Crooked River is skeptical of its ability to borrow money or obtain timely
rate relief to meet cash flow requirements in the event of a genuine emergency.
According to the Company, the criteria to get a loan from a program such as the State
Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund “are both limited and time consuming.”

3. Intervenor Cook

Intervenor Cook states that Staff “has very creatively used” Order
No. 07-037 to derive its recommended return on equity. Cook notes that the order
provided for two alternate methods of determining return on equity, depending on
whether the entity has long term debt.

Mr. Cook compares the Company to an electric utility “where . . . the
capital structures are typically 50-50 and the debt is secured by utility plant with very
long term loans.” In contrast, “the Company has minor debt, even its largest debt is less
then (sic) eight years.”
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Mr. Cook argues that “the return on equity, due to its inherent risk, should
always be higher than the cost of debt.” He proposes the return be set using the 10-year
treasury rate, plus 200 basis points, with adjustments to recognize differences in water
and service quality and management effectiveness.

4. Discussion

We acknowledge the relevance of Order No. 07-137, where the
Commission adopted formulae for deriving the equivalent of a return on capital for a
consumer-owned electric utility. Both Staff and Intervenor Cook have calculated their
proposed returns using one of those formulae. Staff calculated its recommendation based
on the method prescribed where the utility does have long term debt. Mr. Cook
calculated his recommendation based on the method prescribed where the utility has no
long term debt. Although either method might be applied, we make an exception to the
general policy of Order No. 07-137 in this case because the owners of Crooked River
(who also are its customers) have no actual investment in the Company that can be
reclaimed.

A customer/owner of Crooked River has no investment in the company
that can be reclaimed in any form, by selling “stock”, selling their property, receiving
dividends or getting disbursements of amounts in capital accounts. The Company bylaw
states: “Memberships in the co-operative shall vest only voting rights and shall not vest
in any member a financial interest in the co-operative or its assets.”

In the typical case, we balance the interests of ratepayers and investors in
setting the return on equity at a rate that is: a) commensurate with the return on
investments in other enterprises having corresponding risks; and b) sufficient to ensure
confidence in the financial integrity of the utility, allowing the utility to maintain its
credit and attract capital. (ORS 756.040). In this case, the owners are not “investors” in
that they receive no return on their investment that can be reclaimed. As a result, we
find that the interest of the customer/owners is best served by setting the return on their
capital at zero.

With no long term debt and the zero return on capital, the adopted rate of
return is zero. This is the most favorable outcome for the customer/owners and is unique
to this case.

G. Well No. 3

1. Staff

Staff believes that a new well is not necessary. Staff argues the current
two wells appear to have sufficient capacity and access to water to supply current
customers.
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Staff characterizes as “incorrect” the Company’s claim that it has only one
well. Staff repeats its observation that the Company has two wells and that its system is
capable of supplying about two times the actual peak demand.

According to Staff, the Company is not in jeopardy of losing its current
water permit if it does not complete the Well No. 3 project by any particular date. The
Company would have to reapply for the change in the point of appropriation to
demonstrate beneficial use of the volumes now on its permit.

Further, Staff notes that installation of a new well can be very costly.
Based on the Company’s 20-Year Plan, published in 1997, the estimated cost of the new
well is in a range from $830,000 to $1.9 million, in 2007 dollars.

Staff notes that the Company does not have an in-service date for the well,
has not presented Staff a project timeline for the well, and has not presented Staff with
total estimated costs of the well. Staff states that Crooked River “has not even provided a
known cost that Staff would be able to place into plant and its inclusion would be
unlawful.”

Even if the well were necessary, Staff states a capital assessment fee
would be unnecessary. The Company may obtain a loan. Alternatively, the Commission
may set rates for a water utility that include the costs of a specific capital improvement in
rates, if the utility is required to use the additional revenues solely for the purpose of
completing the capital improvement.

2. Company

Crooked River defends its plans for Well No. 3 in terms of fire protection
benefits. “Prior to regulation by the PUC, [Crooked River] had a plan to provide
increased fire protection by drilling a new well.” While acknowledging that “with the
advent of PUC regulation a monthly assessment will no longer be available to provide the
funds for this necessary project,” the Company states that debt financing for the project
would be risky and unduly expensive.

Crooked River objects to any inference by Staff that the new well would
provide excess capacity. According to Crooked River, the new well would allow it to
provide “necessary backup and emergency capacity.” The new well will allow the
Company to perform regular maintenance and save the company and its customers
thousands of dollars.

Crooked River cites the testimony of Mr. Rooks to the effect that the
Company has only one well, and that well is 1,000 feet deep with 500 feet of rubber
bearings in it. Mr. Rooks describes Well No. 3 as a second well that will allow the
Company to prove up its water rights.
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Crooked River argues that the Well No. 3 project “would be in a more
advanced stage were it not for the amount of time expended by Company in contending”
first, with WJ 8, the proceeding to establish jurisdiction, and second, the current rate case.
“It is the PUC that is responsible for [the Company’s] inability to fix a date and costs
associated with Well No. 3.”

Crooked River further claims that Staff failed to recognize the value of the
Well No. 3 project for proving up the Company’s water rights. According to Crooked
River, if it does not true up its water rights, “then the Crooked River Ranch Club and
Maintenance Association will attempt to capture those water rights.” The Company
characterizes this circumstance as “the reason for the litigation with the Crooked River
Ranch Club and Maintenance Association over the easements and access.”

3. Discussion

We agree with Staff that the Company has not met its burden of proof in
justifying a third well. If the Company decides to go ahead with a new well, it may seek
loan financing as noted by Staff or file an application for rate treatment with this
Commission.

H. Fire Safety

1. Staff

Staff disputes the Company’s claim that the adoption of Staff’s
recommendations will in any way increase the risk of fire. Staff proved that the
Company now has sufficient pressure, storage and capacity to meet the State of Oregon
Fire Marshal’s requirements for both residential structure fire (1,000 gallons per minute
(gpm) for 2 hours) and commercial structure fire (1,500 gpm for 2 hours). The
Company’s current plant configuration allows for approximately 1,300 gpm continuously
and 1,500 gpm for approximately four hours. Staff states: “this is sufficient water flow
to combat residential and commercial structural fires.”

Staff notes that part of the Company’s plan to perfect its water right permit
for Well No. 3 was to include instantaneous fire flow in the calculations concerning
demand projections. Staff cites an email to Crooked River from the Oregon Water
Resources Department (ORWD) that indicates that does not consider emergency fire flow
as a justification for demand projections.

2. Company

Crooked River states that “one of the biggest problems” with Staff’s rate
proposal is its effect on fire protection. The Company argues that fire protection service
will suffer if Staff’s proposed rates are adopted.
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Crooked River is responsible for fire protection water service on Crooked
River Ranch. The Company works closely with the fire chief when installing fire
hydrants and pumps.

According to the Company, Staff’s proposed rates are inadequate for
effective fire protection for several reasons. First, Staff has not allowed any overtime in
rates. The Company cites testimony from Mr. Rooks to the effect that he has had to work
overtime to manage the water system in the case of fire – “fires don’t get fought only
from 9-5 Monday through Friday.”

Crooked River also contends that Staff’s proposed rates would not allow
the Company to maintain an adequate water supply. Citing Mr. Rooks’ expertise in
firefighting, the Company claims that it needs 1.5 million gallons of storage and
increased pumping capacity. “With all due respect to the state fire marshal the local fire
chief and water operations manager are in the best position to judge the amount of fire
flow capacity that is appropriate and necessary.” The Company warns that adoption of
Staff’s proposed rates would endanger people and property at Crooked River Ranch.

As noted above, Crooked River also argues that its proposed Well No. 3 is
needed for fire protection.

3. Discussion

There is no evidence that there is any action needed within the test year to
address the Company’s stated concerns.

Staff has shown that the Company’s existing system is adequate to meet
all fire safety regulations imposed by the state fire marshal.

If and when the Company determines that it needs a new well, additional
storage or other new facilities, and that it needs to finance such new plant through rates,
this Commission will entertain its application and evaluate the prudency of its plans.

The Company’s plans will not ripen during the test year and the costs
associated therewith are not includable in rates.

I. Revenue Sufficiency

1. Staff

Staff notes that the Company claims that Staff’s recommendation does not
allow the Company sufficient funds for operations. Staff defends its overall results as
based on a thorough review of Company-provided documentation. Staff states that those
results compare “favorably” to the revenue requirements adopted for two other water
utilities of similar staff or size in central Oregon.
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Despite the onset of regulation, Staff states that the Company’s Board of
Directors has a fiduciary duty to its members and is responsible for making the “correct
decisions” concerning operations of the Company. Staff states that it will investigate any
claim regarding inadequate funds for system operations, using the full range of its
investigative powers, including data requests, motions to compel, subpoenas and motions
for contempt as it did in this case.

Staff repeats its observation from the hearing that the Company can
submit a finance application for a loan for capital improvements and/or a rate application
requesting an interim rate increase. There is a revenue stream for borrowing that is
incorporated into rates through rate of return and depreciation expense.

2. Company

Crooked River argues that the proposed rates will not allow the Company
“to provide adequate domestic irrigation water services and fire protection supply to it’s
(sic) customers.” Crooked River compares its cash paid operating expenses averaged
over the past four years ($558,395) to what it calculated would be the cash paid operating
cash level proposed by Staff ($457,408) and argues that “any company regardless of it’s
(sic) form will suffer from having their (sic) budget cut by this amount.”

Crooked River further argues that Staff’s comparisons to the two other
water companies are not valid, “as both companies are different in size, ownership, etc.”
Crooked River calculates what it considers to be the cost of service per customer in this
case, compared to the cost per customer for Roats Water System, Inc., and concludes that
their respective costs do not “compare reasonably as Staff asserts.”

3. Discussion

In setting rates, the Commission looks at each element of cost of service
and derives a value based on the evidence. We have done that in this case. Our findings
are based on evidence, not on the Company’s failure to present evidence. The resulting
rates that are set are just and reasonable, meaning that the revenue requirement is
sufficient to provide the necessary service, while not burdening customers with
unnecessary charges.

J. Rate Design

1. Staff

For its rate design, Staff proposes to eliminate the $8 per month surcharge
(not to roll it into the base rate, as proposed by the Company). Staff also proposes to
eliminate the 700 cf consumption allowance now built into the base rate.

According to Staff, it routinely recommends a 60/40 split between base
and variable rates. However, in this case Staff recommends a 67/33 split between base
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and variable rates. Staff’s rate proposal is intended to ensure the Company will be able to
recover its fixed costs in the base rate. Staff also did not want to propose a variable rate
that would be “dramatically” different from the current rate.

Staff states that it did not propose a two-tier rate for two reasons. First,
the Company did not provide multiple years of consumption data, leaving Staff without
complete and accurate information. Second, the Company has an adequate supply of
water so that the stronger conservation signal sent by an increasing block rate is not
required at this time.

Staff’s proposed base rate is $18.58 per meter per month. Staff’s proposed
variable charge is $0.86 per 100 cubic feet. Staff further recommends a connection
charge of $450 or cost, if cost is higher. Staff recommends against any membership fee.

2. Intervenor Cook

Intervenor Cook argues that the Commission should adopt inverted rates.
He states that conservation should always be encouraged. He cites uncertainty associated
with fire risk, drought, and unknown demands that might be placed on the aquifer. He
argues that an inverted block rate would encourage conservation and provide a price
signal.

3. Discussion

We adopt Staff’s proposed rate design.

Intervenor Cook argues that we should adopt an inverted two-tier rate
design to promote conservation. As Staff points out, there is inadequate data to design a
two tier rate that reflects the true cost of providing service.

Without sufficient data, there is the risk that some customers might face
rate shock by moving to a two-tiered rate, as well as the risk that the Company’s revenues
might vary significantly from the test year revenues, solely because of the uncertain
effect on revenues of the poorly designed rates.

K. Affiliated Interest

1. Staff

Staff notes that the General Manager of the Company is a member of its
Board. According to Staff, this relationship is not an “affiliated interest” under
ORS 757.015(1) through (6), but may meet the criteria of ORS 757.015(7).

Although Staff has not requested an investigation into this relationship, it
states it will continue to monitor the operations of the Company. Staff will request the
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Commission to open an investigation if there is substantial evidence to support an
investigation of the General Manager’s affiliated interest with Crooked River.

2. Intervenors Soule and Nichols

Mr. Soule and Mr. Nichols believe that the General Manager’s influence
as a Board member falls within the scope of ORS 757.016(7) and request that the
Commission open an investigation into the General Manager’s affiliated interest(s) under
ORS 757.495.

3. Discussion

ORS 757.495(1) provides that “when any public utility . . . enters into any
contract to make any payment . . . to any person or corporation having an affiliated
interest, for service . . . which shall be recognized as an operating expense. . . in any rate .
. . proceeding, the contract shall be filed with the Public Utility Commission within 90
days of execution. ORS 757.015 defines “affiliated interest” to include “(4) every person
who is an officer or director of such public utility.”

Mr. Rooks is the Director of Crooked River. He has at least two contracts
with the Company – as General Manager, and to perform maintenance services. These
contracts fall squarely within the ambit of ORS 747.495 and we agree with Intervenors
Soule and Nichols that the contracts must be filed with this Commission.

There is no evidence in the record regarding other contracts the Company
might have with Mr. Rooks or with any other members of the Rooks family. Given
Mr. Rooks’ status as a Board member, we deem any contracts between the Company and
members of Rooks’ family to be subject to ORS 757.495(1) and order the Company to
file any such contracts with the Commission.

When any such contract is submitted to the Commission, the Commission
“promptly shall examine and investigate the contract. If . . . the commission determines
that the contract is fair and reasonable and not contrary to the public interest, the
commission shall enter findings and an order to this effect . . . whereupon any expenses. .
. incurred by the public utility under the contract may be recognized in any rate . . .
proceeding . . .. If, after such investigation, the commission determines that the contract
is not fair and reasonable in all its terms and is contrary to the public interest, the
commission shall enter findings and an order accordingly. . . .” (ORS 757.495(3)) If the
Commission determines that the contract is not fair and reasonable, the statute further
provides that it is unlawful for this Commission to recognize the contract for ratemaking
purposes.

We order Crooked River to file its contracts with Mr. Rooks and with
members of his family within 30 days of the issuance of this order. The filing shall
include written direct testimony and exhibits as necessary to support the reasonableness
of the contracts.
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VIII. ADOPTED RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND RATES

Based on the foregoing, the adopted results of operations are shown in
Appendix A. Using Staff’s rate design construct, the resulting rates are a monthly basic
charge of $17.76 and a commodity charge of $0.82 per hundred cubic feet.

IX. STATUS OF ALJ

The Company persists in its attack on the authority of the ALJ to preside
in this case. First, the Company filed a motion to dismiss the ALJ, based on its
presumption that it had a right to a peremptory challenge. Next, it requested
reconsideration of the ALJ’s ruling denying its motion. The Commission denied its
motion in Order No. 07-437.

Meanwhile, the attorney for Crooked River filed a complaint with the
Oregon State Bar, alleging that the ALJ is engaged in the unauthorized practice of law in
Oregon in violation of ORS 9.160(1). On behalf of the Oregon State Bar, Ronald Somers
has issued an opinion letter announcing his view that the work of an ALJ does constitute
the practice of law and threatening the ALJ with prosecution.

On November 28, 2007, Donald C. Arnold, Chief Counsel of the General
Counsel Division of the State of Oregon Department of Justice, rendered the opinion that
PUC ALJs do not “practice law” within the meaning of ORS 9.160(1). The Commission
now will deal directly with the State Bar to resolve this matter. For purposes of this
decision it is sufficient to note that the Attorney General is the Commission’s attorney
and expresses the view of the Commission that the work of an ALJ on behalf of the
Commission does not constitute the practice of law. We ratify every action taken by the
ALJ in presiding over this matter.

X. TARIFFS

Attached as Appendix B is the tariff to be filed by Crooked River. The
effective date of the tariffs is December 1, 2007.

XI. NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS

Pursuant to ORS 765.575, this Commission adopted OAR 860-014-0094,
which provides:

The Commission may require any utility affected by any order to notify the
Commission within a specified time whether the terms of the order are accepted
and the time within which the order will be obeyed.

Crooked River is ordered to provide verified written notice regarding whether the terms
of this order are accepted and the time within which the order will be obeyed. If the
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Company’s notice does not state the Company’s clear intent to accept the terms of this
order and to obey immediately, we will pursue other remedies.

The deadline for the Company’s notice is December 4, 2007.

XII. CONCLUSION

Staff was able to put together a complete cost of service showing for
Crooked River that allows us to adopt just and reasonable rates. We acknowledge the
work of intervenors who also made a substantial contribution to this decision.

The Company failed to meet its burden of proof on the contested issues.

In light of our order that the Company submit for approval its contracts
with Mr. Rooks and his family, if any, this order is interim. The record also remains
open to receive any additional materials obtained by Staff and intervenors through further
discovery associated with any outstanding subpoenas or related to earlier data requests.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Crooked River is organized as a “Nonprofit Corporation, Mutual
Benefit with Members” that provides domestic water service to Crooked River Ranch in
Central Oregon.

2, In Order No. 06-642 this Commission found that it has jurisdiction
over Crooked River and ordered Crooked River to file appropriate tariffs.

3. Crooked River filed this application on April 23, 2006, with rates to be
effective on May 30, 2007.

4. By Order No. 07-181 the Commission suspended the rate filing for a
period not to exceed six months.

5. The Crooked River water system consists of two wells, two reservoirs,
piping, a booster pump system, pressure reducing valves, hydrants and standpipes.

6. Crooked River’s responses to data requests in many cases were
incomplete or not provided.

7. Staff’s adjustments to revenues are based on typical rate case methods
and Commission precedent.

8. The capital assessment surcharge was not collected for the purposes
specified in the Board’s resolution.
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9. The purposes of the capital assessment surcharge are inconsistent with
Commission policy.

10. The funds remaining from the capital assessment surcharge are held in
constructive trust by Crooked River.

11. The capital assessment surcharge fund is an equity interest in the
Company held collectively by its owners.

12. Utility management positions typically are salaried. Crooked River’s
are not.

13. Crooked River’s Board of Directors is responsible for general
supervision and control of the Company.

14. Crooked River’s management is responsible for the Company’s
failure to comply with discovery orders.

15. Staff calculated its cost of service showing based on information
provided by the Company, using methods typically used to set rates, including averaging,
annualizing and informed judgment.

16. Staff removed CIAC from utility net plant.

17. Staff calculated depreciation expense using Average Service Lives.

18. Crooked River uses a parcel of land for storing dirt and gravel.

19. Crooked River has not shown that its proposed AMR project is cost-
effective.

20. Crooked River’s cost of debt includes loans on its office building and
a truck.

21. Prudent management would use the capital assessment surcharge
funds to pay off the loans on the office building and truck.

22. Crooked River owners have no equity interest in the company that can
be reclaimed in any form.

23. For the customer/owners of Crooked River, the most advantageous
return on equity is zero.

24. Well No. 3 is not needed for water supply.

25. Well No. 3 is not needed for fire protection.
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26. Crooked River has adequate water supply to meet fire safety
requirements.

27. There is inadequate data to design a two-tier rate.

28. The results of operations are based on evidence presented by Staff,
not the Company’s failure to present evidence.

29. Crooked River’s General Manager is a member of its Board of
Directors.

30. There are one or more contracts between the Company and the
General Manager and his family.

31. In view of the circumstances, Crooked River should be ordered to
provide verified written notice whether the terms of this order are accepted.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Commission has jurisdiction to set rates for Crooked River.

2. Staff’s revenue adjustments are reasonable.

3. The capital assessment surcharge should be discontinued.

4. The capital assessment surcharge fund is a security within the meaning of
ORS 59-015(19)(a).

5. Staff’s adjustments to salaries and wages are reasonable.

6. Staff’s adjustments to operating expenses are reasonable.

7. Staff’s adjustments to plant in service are reasonable.

8. Crooked River’s proposed AMR project should not be included in rates.

9. Rates should be set assuming Crooked River has no long term debt.

10. The return on equity should be set at zero.

11. Crooked River has not shown any need for Well No. 3.

12. The rates set in this decision are just and reasonable.

13. Staff’s proposed rate design is reasonable.
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14. Contracts between Crooked River and the General Manager and his family
members must be submitted to this Commission for approval.

15. In view of the circumstances, Crooked River should be ordered to provide
verified written notice whether the terms of this order are accepted.

ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that:

1. Advice No. 07-12 filed by Crooked River Ranch Water
Company is permanently suspended.

2. Not later than December 4, 2007, Crooked River Ranch Water
Company shall file its tariff in the form provided in
Appendix B.

3. Not later than December 4, 2007, Crooked River Ranch Water
Company shall provide verified notice regarding whether the
terms of this order are accepted and the time within which the
order will be obeyed.

4. Not later than 30 days from the date of this order, Crooked
River Ranch Water Company shall submit any contracts
between itself and its General Manager Mr. Rooks and
members of Rooks’ family, along with supporting testimony, to
this Commission for approval.

5. Not later than 30 days from the date of this order Crooked River
Ranch Water Company shall file an accounting of its collection
of funds through its special assessment surcharge and the
disposition of such funds, from the inception of the fund to the
present.












































